What do Latino immigrant children's voices say as they are provided a safe community space to be heard and soft clay through which to speak? Through art work, focus groups, gallery exhibitions, and filtering data (Peñalva, 2018) this critical ethnographic research (Madison, 2012; Merriam & Tissdell, 2016; Wolcott, 2008; Thomas, 1993) exposes the complex political nature of linguistic, cultural, and national negotiations in which Latino children and their families in this study engage daily. This work troubles stereotypic mainstream narratives (Dillard, 2012; Hooks, 1990 Hooks, , 1994 Janks, 2010) 
exposes the complex political nature of linguistic, cultural, and national negotiations in which Latino children and their families in this study engage daily. This work troubles stereotypic mainstream narratives (Dillard, 2012; Hooks, 1990 Hooks, , 1994 Janks, 2010) and points out the need for strong community/university collaborations to impact the excavation of deeper understandings of people in our neighborhoods. This ethnographic portrait of families, part of a larger study, involved the community director in an urban Spanish speaking church and faculty from literacy education and visual art at IUPUI. In this study children created clay objects called "hanging journals" during a summer program. These clay artworks acted as semiotic mediators (Kress, 2010; Pahl & Rowsell, 2012; Borgmann & Berghoff, 2005) for voices of this group-voices which routinely go unheard, or are devalued. In other words, the clay became a container for meaning and was imbued with life stories and memories of the young artists. Using theoretical frameworks from the fields of literacy and art, layered with ethnographic tools of observation, dialogue, reflection, interview, video, and analysis, the volume on these important and complicated voices was turned up to hear buried stories and to interrogate commonly accepted narratives that swirl around Latino immigrants and their families.
This study provides a peek into the authentic narratives of children as they share daily navigation across national, cultural, and language boundaries and shows the power of the arts to communicate across contested spaces -spaces of fear, tension, and resistance. This study embraces the necessity of authentic university/community collaborations as a two-way street to understand and empower Latino youth, to better prepare future teachers as agents of change, and to expose versions of immigrant ways of being and knowing that are misconstrued. wife and community director but also as a researcher, digging into stories they willingly share and trying to honor their voices-all the while in awe of their resilience and resourcefulness as they carve out a life in this country (Peñalva, Coggin and Medina, 2014; Peñalva, 2016) . My stance as an advocate and partner with those who "come to a new awareness of selfhood, looking critically at the social situation in which they find themselves" (Freire, 1970 (Freire, /2009 ) is unapologetically evident in this research. Teachers have used this newfound agency to push back against test prep, pre-packaged curricula that privilege one way of knowing, and to bring student voice back to their classrooms (Borgmann & Berghoff, 2013 The arts allow teachers to cross language barriers, to find space in the general curriculum for children's voices, to honor multiple ways of knowing and being, and to provide more equitable and caring learning communities for all. (Borgmann & Berghoff, 2011 , 2013 .
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Through this work Stacy, a language arts doctoral student at the time, invited me onto her doctoral committee to join in this study on the voices of Latino youth using art media. On visiting her youth group at the community center it was apparent these children were comfortable in their "habitus" (Bourdieu, 19983/1991 This church is an in-between space where English, Spanish and the hybridization (Medina, 2010; Canagarajah, 2013) This is a powerful narrative, yet has become so embedded into the lives of the people in this "inbetween" space that they do not notice it as conversation-worthy. It just IS. How could spaces be opened to explore the complex choreography of this intricate dance through languages, cultures and national identities which seemed to be such a natural way of life for the children? How could the volume on voices at this church/community center be turned up to allow typically non-sanctioned topics to be interrogated freely (Jones, 2004) ? Only by genuinely and profoundly hearing these voices could one come to know (Palmer, 1993) and understand this complex group who are often characterized by stereotypical or simplistic narratives.
THE PARTICIPANTS
The research discussed in this publication is part of a much larger study but due to limited space, we will focus our discussion around data obtained from A few months after the gallery installation went up, Stacy held a focus group with a dozen of the artists. We met in the gallery and talked about their art and topics that emerged from their hanging journals.
Shortly after that, another focus group with 8 of the artists' mothers provided yet another layer of data to understand the deep historical narratives contained in the artwork. Transcribed voices were coded for emerging themes and axial analysis --examining the data across all the sets collected -- (Merriam, 1998; Cresswell, 2007; Patton, 2002) Later, during the artist focus group in the gallery, Maria's artful voice was articulated in deeper ways, as she turned up the volume on the message mediated by her clay heart. Apparently, the heart told of a story deeper than just affection shared by a young girl and her family.
Maria: My mom uses the other side of this (she is wearing a necklace with half a heart) and this reminds me of her when I'm at school. 'Cause I always wear it, but if I wear it inside the shower
it will get ruined.
The clay seems to be speaking louder now --it is actually a model of her necklace, a physical connection between the two --a way to feel her mother close even when they are apart. Now it becomes clearer why she said the heart meant that her family is always with her.
Later in the artist focus group, Maria uncovered the meaning contained in that little clay heart even further. Listen to the voice of this citizen child from an immigrant family as she and her friends got around to the topic of deportation: The voice flowing from the mediator --that clay heart --became more meaningful after hearing the words and seeing the heart as situated in Maria's lived histories and everyday realities.
Maria: I put a heart because my family is always with me.
The art along with the dialogue around it turned up the volume on the voice of this young girl from an immigrant family. Now we hear her saying that the clay heart presents narratives that swirl around a piece of jewelry she shares with her mother --narratives that speak about fear of separation, of hiding in the house together, of hoping to be together always.
As this little girl sits in a classroom each day, wearing her precious half-heart necklace, how many know about her hidden terror, her obscured narratives of potential separation from her family on any given day,
her fear about what she might encounter as she arrives home from school? In fact, Maria pledges allegiance to the flag which stands for the same government from which she hides, which might snatch away her home and her family. This citizen-child lives in the world of the undocumented with all the feelings of powerlessness and fear wrapped up in that existence. Does her teacher hear the conflicted voice as she wears a heart that assures connection to her mother, while pledging allegiance to the same country that could rip her mother away? In the everyday-ness of Maria's recitation is a political message that could only be heard as the artful mediator opened up safe spaces at this community center for talk that is often unwelcome or misunderstood in schools (Garcia, 2002 In this new portrait, painted with deeper and more historical colors, Maria and her family sit on the couch to watch T.V. not just for fun times but for learning a language that provides access to the dominant culture and to power (Bourdieu, 1983 (Bourdieu, /1991 ).
Re-interpreting that clay piece, we now hear a story of a mom who has been willing to surrender her place as the one in charge, and become the student. She watches children's programs and learns a new language from her children who have become the patient and capable language instructors. This is the "resistance story" (Whitehead, 2012, p 36 ) that when told counters stereotypic narratives and positions Latino youth as assets (Cosier, & Gude, 2012 This scene is one that makes Maria "feel good."
Maria's hanging journal was tacitly telling this story of family support and caring all along, but the buried and obscured narrative was not uncovered until all the voices were heard and the volume carefully turned up. By considering the data across all available sets (the artifact, the children's stories and the parents' voices), powerful counter-stories could be heard.
THE BORDERLANDS CREATED AT THE GALLERY THRESHOLD
The children in this group live in the borderlands --linguistically, culturally and geographically --navigating the choppy waters of their lives as children who have ties to more than one language, historical storyline, and national affiliation (Campano, 2007) . But these are not the only kinds of borderlands these children pilot through. Sometimes the children in the research study constructed their own borders, and these borders reflected lived stories, real life struggles, and the enactment of agency.
For example, the threshold into the gallery --a place that contained the life stories of the children molded into clay --was constructed as a line that was meant to keep some in and some out. This community space promoted conversation around the need for knowing and caring in the form of teacher action (Noddings, 1984, p. 10) While the teacher's voice seems to be considered important and valid, Maria feels like she is being pushed away and that her voice does not matter.
In this case the powerful teacher demands respect at all times (demanding attention when she speaks and silence when she does not want to listen), while the docile student is expected to comply -here the teacher talks and the students meekly listen (Freire, 1970 (Freire, /2009 She questioned the construction of a border wall, just as she constructs her own border, trying to keep out a government that she sees as a threat to her family unity.
The children defined and decided who would be welcomed across this border and who would not.
Maria and the other children longed for the teachers to cross the border into the gallery, to hear about their journals and truly get to know them --something that had not been happening in school. On the other hand, they guarded the border from government and power, pushing It is the same space, the same border, and yet extremely different decisions and demonstrations of agency at the line. The same space defined by the same border became at once a place of welcome (for teachers) and a place of contention and dispute (for the president).
DISCUSSION: PERSONAL NARRATIVE AS COUNTER DISCOURSE
The arts are forms of communication about things that count (Anderson, et.al., 2010 ) Anderson & Milbrandt, 2005 , Dewey, 1958 /1934 . Through the mediated sign of visual imagery artists of all ages shape media into personal expressions that dance around the core of life --big issues such as identity, power, or place. (Walker, 2001 , Robertson & McDaniel, 2017 These hanging journals had culturally significant meaning encoded into the bits of clay that told complex stories of their identity. In a classroom where teachers are taught to unwrap these artworks to hear the powerful narratives of all children, the results can be transformative.
Humans construct what they know and who they are through narrative --or story --in word, text, gesture, visual imagery, or song. As a way of knowing, narratives seek to establish personal truth. Narratives emerge from an individual's reflections on life. As we tell our stories, we organize and re-organize our memory, and construct our own reality (Bruner, 1985) .
It is not only critical that students have opportunities to create these narratives, but that they have time to reflect on and dialogue with others about these stories.
These Latino children share their fears, struggles, and joys as they work, each with unique This dialogue around the stories with which the clay was imbued gave the works meaning that was mediated in such a way that we --the outsiders --could "get it." Not to be overlooked, however, is the way that the art allowed the children and parent participants to gain deeper understanding of themselves, their conditions and their connections with others of like history. While the project informed us --the outsiders --it also provided a consciousness raising (Freire, 1970 (Freire, /2009 experience for those engaged in dialogue around the art, unraveling and reflecting upon their own stories collaboratively. Using visual imagery with clay as well as dialogue allowed for multiple ways of presenting information and making meaning (Serafini, 2014) . As the unexpected narratives emerged, a more profound and intimate picture of Maria (and her family and friends) came to light.
Suddenly, through her simple artwork, we began to understand her fear of separation from her mother. We felt her patience and admiration for her mom as she worked so hard to learn English. We felt her longing for a teacher who cared enough to know her. We began to relate to her frustration with a government who would, for some reason, want to keep her and others like her out with a wall.
This little girl is a student in any school. She could be a student of any teacher. She sits quietly at her desk, says the Pledge of Allegiance, and comes to school each day with the blessing of her mom and dad. We see the nurturing of a "social imagination"
--envisioning possibilities that attend to the justice and equity of all humans (Greene, 2003 storytelling, and for the cultural histories of their students they will push art into the cracks of tightly packed curricula to elicit evocative responses from those students and allow everyone to be heard. These alternative discourses trouble stereotypical narratives and begin a process of understanding of and empathy for "the other." Teachers and community places can collaborate to make sure all children can find a sense of identity and self-respect as they construct personal narratives of possibility.
Stepping out of one's own personal frame of reference into another's. When we care we consider the other's point of view. (Noddings, 1984, p. 24) 
